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A cartoon depicts a character holding their stomach with the word "GRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR" and another character saying "*Sigh*". The lower part shows a desert scene with a trail of footprints leading to a cactus, and the text "HOURS LATER" above it. The final panel shows a character lying on the ground, and the word "CHUFF" is written next to them.
Dude!!!
What the hell
was that??

It's a good thing
I'm not wearing
pants, bud, 'cause
you literally just
scared the shit outta
me!!

It can speak?
IT?!!?
You do know
that I can
hear you, right?

OHHHH... Sorry...
BEERS LATER...

Oh, oh, oh, oh... Let me get this straight. You've been in a bunker, underground, for twenty years?!!

Yup.

Before your kind launched all these nukes and destroyed their whole civilization? *Hic*

And you're telling me that you just ran out of food?

Yesh.

Wow!!! That's... that's amazing! You're probably, like, the last man on the planet or something. We should probably keep you away from all this unsploded ordinance.

Huh? *Tink*
Is anyone else feeling like that was inevitable?